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INTRODUCING: REEL GARDENING
NAME: CLAIRE BLANCKENBERG
Claire Blanckenberg is an award winning, innovative thinker; problem solve and a true representative of a 4IR 
entrepreneur. Claire can look at processes and products and see a simpler, socially minded method of getting the job 
done. Claire is a pioneer in the South African Social Innovation space and has been featured in “The disruptors’ book 
and has been recognised as a global innovator in the agricultural sector by winning numerous international awards. 

NAME: ORIN ROESSTORFF
Orin Roesstorff born February 12, 1984, is a South African internet and technology entrepreneur, industrialist, media 
proprietor, and investor. He is best known as the founder, CEO, and president of the multi-national technology 
company shelfline South Africa, Reel Gardening, and school in a box. Voted Africa top 10 entrepreneurs and Leap 
FNSSA top 25 most innovative agricultural entrepreneurs, Roesstorff has been the South Africa largest Spaza since 
2016 and was named the "top South Africa top business minds in 2019.
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1-TOPIC : WHICH OF THESE TOPICS IS  ADDRESSED THROUGH THE BUSINESS / INITIATIVE

Panel 2: Innovation and digitalisation in agriculture: Paving the way for entrepreneurs, AgriTech and FoodTech start-ups
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2 - CRITICAL FACTORS FOR DEVELOPMENT SUCCESS / LIMITING FACTORS.
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3 - MOST PRESSING THEMATIC PRIORITY CONCERNING THIS TOPIC.
Availability
Industrial Agriculture is the most destructive human activity on the planet, it costs the environment $3 Trillion a year. The earth has lost a third of its farmable 
soil in the last 40 years: roughly 30 soccer fields full of soil are lost to industrial farming every minute. We are losing soil at 10 times the rate it takes to 
regenerate it and today 70% of the earths soils have already been destroyed. At this rate the earth will run out of farmable soil in 60 years time. Because of soil 
depletion, crops grown decades ago were much richer in vitamins and minerals than the varieties most of us get today so increasing availability without 
addressing the larger soil health issue will result in more produce yet a decline in nutrient availability ultimately leading to poor health. The United nations has 
reported that the worlds food system overall in 2050 will need to produce almost 50 percent more food compared to 2012, It concludes that this has to be done 
by producing more with less, preserving natural resources and enhancing the livelihoods of the small-scale family farmer. Urbanization and globalization are 
putting the greatest pressure on availability of fresh produce in the urban township. People moving from rural into urban is not only putting pressure on the 
urban supply chain, but it means fewer people are left in rural areas to drive subsistence farming and agriculture. The informal market accounts for a large 
proportion of fresh produce sales at the provincial fresh produce markets which indicates the demand however proximity of purchase vs sale leads to decreased 
quality and increased cost. 

Accessibility
70% of Households source food from informal markets however very few of these informal markets have good fresh produce available and if they do, a healthy 
basket of food can cost up to 65% more than junk food. Only 7% of the monthly spend in the township economy is on fresh produce.
The South African National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey found that, in urban areas, 28% of households were at risk of hunger while 26% were 
already experiencing hunger. In rural communities these statistics hit 32% and 36% respectively. Food security is more than just the arrival of a meal on the 
table; it spans a variety of factors that include malnutrition, obesity, hunger seasons and low dietary diversity.

Affordability
The Statistics South Africa report on Early Childhood Development in South Africa found that a third of children in Gauteng and Free State were stunted because 
of chronic malnutrition. South Africa also has one of the highest incidences of low birth-weight rates in the world. This is hardly surprising when nearly +35% of 
pregnant women said they were unable to buy food for five or more days.
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4 - KEY ACTORS, IMPORTANT PLAYERS
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5 - CONDITIONS FOR ENHANCING ACTORS’ COOPERATION (CRITICAL FACTORS, ENABLING ENVIRONMENT 

AND INTERFACES TO ENSURE COLLABORATION)
Our focus is to disrupt the farming centralised supply chain, by decentralising and giving households and communities the opportunity to grow fresh produce in whatever space is available with less water, time, and education. 
Bringing food production back to the Townships, rural areas and villages in South Africa, contributing to job creation and the development of the agricultural sector. 
1. FOOD UTILIZATION

2. FOOD ACCESS

3. FOOD AVAILABILITY AT AFFORDABLE RATES

4. LOWER COSTS

5. LOWER PRICES

6. BETTER CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE

The ‘Farmer Connect’ aspect of our app is a new horizon for new/existing farmers, consumers, and everyone in between. We have built cutting edge tech, real solutions, with proven track record of success in 

assisting farmers with how to grow your own crops with a vision to "Humanize consumption through technology." We believe our tech will bring people together, make the South African farm to fork route smaller, 

empower the poor, the most vulnerable and small business while reducing costs and inefficiencies for global enterprises. We do that through several emerging technologies, such as blockchain, self-sovereign 

identity, and artificial intelligence, but we also know when to keep it simple.  Our work ethic is driven by our values: do real things, create bigger impact, focus on results, move fast, measure social impact and be 

the best at what you do by linking people to opportunities. We help start up and existing farmers connect to the supply chain with the Farmer ID app, get proof of their identity and income so they can get loans, 

help businesses (like co-ops, exporters, importers, Hawkers and Spaza traders) stores. 

Now you can learn, earn, eat, and grow sustainably. And have access to our network of buyers and sellers.

The Reel Organisation has built a green economy to ensure each South African has a chance to grow their own ‘farm’ from their own homes.  The agricultural ecosystem created through the app secures local 

high-quality food and makes it available for purchase through the local informal shops. Our Planting revolution app links the small-scale grower to local sales and transaction opportunities. This informal fresh 

produce supply chain solution provides fresh, nutritious produce, closer to home at a more affordable price while enabling household growers to generate an income and informal shops to increase their turnover. 

Money is generated at every level of the ecosystem, delivering a true green economy,
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Training & Skills Transfer.

Skills development and 4IR e learning via 

entrepreneurial app

Employment in Agri Distribution and Supply

EMPLOYMENT

Availability Accessibility

Distribution of Home Farm Kits.

Digital Agri Training of Households Through 

Entire Planting Journey.

Local Community College Established as 

Knowledge Resource for Troubleshooting. 

Distribution of Fresh Produce from Household to 

Local Spaza Shop.

Household Paid for Their Fresh Produce by Spaza 

Shop Owner. 

Township Rural & Villages Can Purchase Good 

Quality Fresh Produce Locally for Cheaper Than 

Supermarket.

INCOME & 

ACCESS
HOUSEHOLD 

PRODUCTION
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OBJECTIVES INDICATORS MEANS OF VERIFICATION ASSUMPTIONS

IMPACT • Reduced mortality.

• Positive systemic behaviour change.

• Decrease of socioeconomic issues within the Township, Rural & Villages environment.

• Negative stigma eradicated.

• Reduced malnutrition.

• Increased energy levels.

• Increased tolerance.

• Number of malnutrition related fatalities, this solution can provide every home 

with a vegetable garden.

• Area of land utilized for sustainable local food production for Traditional leaders' 

land.

• Unemployment rate.

• Development of a Township, Rural & Villages ecosystem & economy covering 

500k stores.

• Sustainability landscape showcasing investment vs Big 

Social impact.

OUTCOMES • Improved food security in a Township, Rural & Villages household.

• Increase in household income.

• Increase of Spaza Shop turnover.

• Number of servings of vegetables consumed per day per household of 4 people.

• Number of malnutrition related cases at local clinic decreases.

• Number of people in economic work force who are actively seeking employment.

• Confidence in Agri ability increases 

• Environment is increasingly conducive for beneficiaries to be 

further funded.

OUTPUTS • 10 000 Household Gardens Kits @ R250 per kit ex VAT

• Increased access to fresh produce sold in Coca Cola Bizniz in a Box stores.

• Digitized Agri focused educational resources for households.

• Agri skills development for 30 women. 

• Employment opportunities for 30 women earning +R5500 p/m.

• Partnership and Learnership opportunities within the community colleges network.

• Knowledgeable Spaza Shop Owners.

• Number of households with implemented gardens.

• Number of spaza shops supplying fresh produce. 

• Monthly Turnover of Spaza shop.

• Number of households who have completed the digital planting journey. 

• Number women who completed NVC skills development training.

• Number of people employed through programme.

• Number of planting revolution applications within the community college network.

• Community is committed to implementing sustainable 

household gardens targeting 47 community colleges, one 

mentor per college dispatched after 12-month programme.

• Employment opportunities are fulfilled. 

• Surplus produce is sold to Spaza Shops at R350 per week, 

R1400 per month x 10 000 homes.

• Fresh Produce is bought from Spaza Shops increasing 

turnover R7248 X 2500 stores =R18,12m.

ACTIVITIES • Manufacturing of Seed Tape Kits.

• Distribution of Kits to Township, Rural & Villages.

• Develop the link between planting revolution app and the Shelfline distribution app currently in 

development.

• Training and incubation of 30 women

• Education of FSR, Distributors, Spaza Shop and Hawker owners.

• Develop relationship with local Community College and Community leaders currently in 

development.

• Number of farms in a box kits produced. 

• Number of households receiving kits.

• Number of downloads of planting revolution app.

• Number of learners.

• Number of Shelfline app confirmations. 

• Number of Signed agreements with individual community colleges.

• Community Champions are committed to supporting 

sustainable household gardens.

• The app is accessed and utilized with investment of R850k 

by Reel Gardening.

• Spaza Shops Want to Stock Fresh Produce increasing 

turnover by min R7248 per year.
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THANK YOU
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